The Right of Return Movement
in Syria: Building a Culture
of Return, Mobilizing Memories
for the Return
Anaheed Al-Hardan
The Palestinian Right of Return Movement (RoRM) emerged among
diaspora refugee communities following the Oslo accords and the
perceived threat to the right of return. This article focuses on the
RoRM in Syria in the context of the community’s history and unique
civil rights there. Based on extensive interviews in the Damascus
area, it provides an overview of the heterogeneous movement, which,
while requiring state approval, operates in an autonomous civil society sphere. RoRM activists translate visions of the return formulated
in the Palestinian national arena into local community practices
that mobilize memories of Palestine as resources (through oral history, village commemorations, etc.) with the aim of ensuring a future
return by the new generation of refugees.
The Palestinian refugee community in Syria is today almost half a million strong.1 This community, like other Palestinian communities in Arab
host states, has been and continues to be shaped by the general post-1948
Palestinian experiences of statelessness and the trials of the Palestinian national movement. Its unique Syrian context, however, sets it apart
because it has been relatively stable over the past six decades and enjoys
civil rights shared by no other disenfranchised Palestinian refugee community. This article contributes to understanding this community, which
is almost absent from Arabic- and English-language scholarship and is
also often neglected in Palestinian political discourse, the latter implicitly
presenting the Lebanon-based Palestinian refugees’ right of return as the
only right, if any, that will eventually need to be reckoned with during
“final status” negotiations.2
The outcome of the ongoing turmoil in Syria notwithstanding, what is
certain in these changing times is that the Syrian state has had a historically unique relationship to Palestinian refugees there. Laurie Brand aptly
summarized this relationship as one that “gradually paved the way for
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[the refugees’] thorough integration into the Syrian socioeconomic structure while preserving their separate Palestinian identity.”3 Others, like Sari
Hanafi, have argued that Palestinians in Syria lie somewhere in between
an established diaspora (like communities descending from late Ottoman
immigrants to the Americas) and a transit refugee community (like the
Palestinians in Lebanon, with their institutionalized temporariness and
insecurity).4 Derived from a larger research project investigating practices
of memory and remembrance of the 1948 Nakba in the Palestinian refugee
camps of Damascus,5 what follows draws on interviews with members
of the community, community activists, workers from the UN Relief and
Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), and civil
servants in the General Authority for Palestinian Arab Refugees (GAPAR,
part of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor) to construct a bottom-up
representation of the experiences of Palestinians in Syria after 1948, with
a focus on the Right of Return Movement (RoRM).6
The RoRM in Syria emerged as a response to the unprecedented threat
following the Oslo Accord (1993) to the refugees’ legally enshrined right
of return. While the RoRM can operate in Syria only with state approval,
the movement does constitute “a space (as independent as possible
from the direct interventions from the state, private business and family
realms) for voluntary collective deliberations and actions that function
as a source of autonomy.”7 Within this autonomous space, activists seek
to undermine the agenda of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
and the Palestinian Authority (PA), especially on the legitimate representation of the refugees, and thus the PLO/PA’s ability to forfeit the
right of return in negotiations. On the local level, activists are building
a “culture of return” to impede the negotiators’ ability to sign away the
right. An important facet of this culture is the mobilization of memories
associated with historic Palestine, with the goal of the future return of
the new generation of refugees. These memories are the most valuable
resources for activists in what social movement theorists term the mobilization of resources for collective action.8 This mobilization of memories
as resources is a response to the passing of the generation that experienced the Nakba and the coming of age of new generations under the
shadow of the national movement’s transformation since Oslo.

The Palestinians

in

Syria: From

the

Early Years

to

Today

Estimates of the number of Palestinians arriving in Syria during the
Palestine War (1948–49) range from 75,000 to 100,000.9 The Syrian state
registered approximately 95,000 refugees in 1949.10 The great majority
came from northern Palestine. The Safad subdistrict was the main place
of origin, followed by the Tiberias, Haifa, Acre, Nazareth, and Jaffa subdistricts.11 Although most came during 1948, Palestinians continued to
arrive in Syria following the Nakba. During the Suez War (1956), Israel
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used the increased tension on its border with Syria as a pretext to expel
for the second and final time the Safad subdistrict tribes of Akrad Baqqara
and Akrad Ghanama, previously expelled in 1948 to Syria and then repatriated to become “internal refugees.”12 A number of Palestinians also
arrived following the Israeli occupation of the remainder of Palestine
during the June 1967 war,13 the expulsion of the PLO from Jordan (1970),
and the Israeli invasion of Lebanon (1982).14 Most recently, Palestinian
refugees have come from Iraq following the U.S.-led invasion in 2003.
Although most of the latter are undocumented, as they were not allowed
to legally enter Syria, al-Hol Camp was established in the northeast of the
country for the few who were retroactively legalized or transferred there
from the recently closed border camp of al-Tanf.15
What the Nakba meant was the destruction and dispersal of entire
communities, and thus the annihilation of half of Palestinian society as
it had once existed. Barring the minority who could afford to resettle in
second homes or purchase or claim host-country citizenship, what the
Nakba wrought on most Palestinians was an en masse uprooting and
pauperization that came through an abrupt “refugee-ization.”16 The sentiment of starting from scratch was echoed by many interviewees who
fled or were expelled with nothing, under the impression that they would
return to their homes in a matter of days, only to find themselves subsisting on the goodwill of the Red Cross, their Syrian hosts, or relatives and
acquaintances. Using bitter irony, Abu Ahmad, who left Safad at the age
of eighteen, put it this way:
When we first came we thought that we were staying for
a week, ten days, a month; it was only later that we realized that the whole situation was messed up. We didn’t
become refugees; we became beggars.17
The inability of anyone to foresee the magnitude of the calamity that
unfolded and the assumption that the Arab states would offer rescue,
amplified by inflated rhetoric,18 played an important role in these initial
expectations of temporariness. I asked Abu Samih, who was a young
volunteer in ‘Abd al-Qadr al-Husayni’s Jaysh al-Jihad al-Muqaddas (Holy
War Army) from Lubya (Tiberias subdistrict),19 how he could have continued to hope for Arab rescue after having witnessed the fall of Palestine’s
major towns and of Lubya itself. He said,
We used to say that this was all temporary, that the Arab
armies will eventually reclaim it . . . because of [what was
said on] the [radio] stations, so-and-so says: “The cannons
[shall] speak,” and so-and-so says: “We will attack.” In the
end, it was just talk, nothing more.20
Until early 1949, Arab host governments bore “the main burden for the
care and maintenance of the refugees, assisted by public subscriptions,
voluntary agencies and the United Nations’ Disaster Relief Project.”21 In
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Syria, the Red Cross provided immediate relief to the arriving refugees.
This included providing tents and food rations that were critical to the
survival of many who had fled the onslaught with nothing. Al-Hajj abu
Khalil, of Yaquq (Tiberias subdistrict), told me:
We first came to the Golan, to an area known by the
name of al-Butayha, it is on the border with Palestine. . . .
After four or five days, the Red Cross arrived and they
brought us some cheese. . . . Later, they said, “Gather
yourselves in Kufr Alma village,” that became the gathering point. . . . They eventually gave us tents, and about a
month later, they began giving out flour and dates, these
kinds of things . . . and a bit of lentils . . . we stayed
there for two years.22
Although tents were set up in various open-air sites, like the one
described by al-Hajj abu Khalil, and some Palestinian refugees did
remain in the Golan until 1967, others took shelter in places like the
abandoned Allied Army barracks outside Aleppo, the citadel in Busra,
and the Ottoman-era khans (inns) around Damascus. In Damascus itself,
some were also hosted for extended periods in public institutions such as
schools and mosques. Others lodged with family or acquaintances, and
the more well-to-do rented at their own expense.
Umm ‘Izz al-Din, at thirty-five a survivor of the Tantura village massacre (Haifa subdistrict),23 recounted her early days as a refugee in the
Busra citadel during a particularly harsh winter:
We stayed for fifty-five days. I almost lost my mind, I
said: “What is this!” The Hawranis [the people of the
Hawran, a region of Syria bordering Jordan] had no food
or vegetables or anything; they were living on bulgur
and lentils. . . . The people of Tantura eventually received
permission to go to Damascus . . . we were placed in
mosques. There were seventeen different mosques with
refugees. Al-Mu‘alaq mosque is still around . . . the people
of Lubya were in al-Mu‘alaq mosque, there were one hundred families . . . we stayed there for seven years . . . we
were the first people to rent [private lodgings].24
In January 1949, the Syrian government set up the Palestine Arab Refugee
Institution (PARI, renamed GAPAR in 1974) as the highest state body
responsible for Palestinians. In addition to being in charge of Palestinian
refugees’ affairs, it also oversees the Syrian operations of UNRWA, which
began in May 1950.25 Together with and under the supervision of PARI,
UNRWA was responsible for providing the Palestinians in Syria with their
basic needs, including shelter, food, education, and healthcare, in the years
immediately following the Nakba.26 It continues to provide what are arguably “responsibilities traditionally assigned to national governments in the
field of education, health and social services.”27 In Syria, Palestinian refugees qualify for these services from the state as well.
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Refugee camps were established on PARI-allotted state land. Refugees
subsequently built and came to own private homes on camp land, which
continues to belong to the Syrian state.28 Today, there are nine official
UNRWA camps in Syria, five of which are in the Damascus region. There
are also three state-defined camps, which UNRWA terms “unofficial,” in
or near Damascus, Latakia, and Aleppo.29 Furthermore, there are numerous Palestinian non-camp population concentrations in so-called gatherings (tajammu‘at), sometimes locally referred to as “camps,” with services
provided by UNRWA. Palestinians also live outside of these localities,
whether in towns or in the countryside.30 Damascus and its Yarmouk
Camp are very significant for Palestinian refugee life. This is because
three-quarters of UNRWA-registered refugees live in the capital, with
approximately half of those (or one-third of all Palestinians in Syria) in
Yarmouk.31
As early as September 1949, legislation was passed that allowed
Palestinians access to public-sector employment; further legislation during the early years made more jobs accessible.32 Law 260, promulgated in
1956, governs the Syrian state’s relationship to the Palestinians present in
Syria upon its adoption and their descendants. Article 1 states:
The Palestinians residing in the Syrian Republic as of
the adoption of this law are to be regarded as Syrians in
origin in relation to all the laws and regulations that have
thus far been adopted viz. employment, work and trade
rights and military service, while retaining their original
nationality.33
Four years later, under a decree issued shortly before the dissolution
of the United Arab Republic (1958–61), Palestinians were issued travel
documents.34 Today, Law 260 means that Palestinians in Syria have civil
rights on par with those of Syrian citizens, lacking only the right to
vote and citizenship. These include rights to private- and public-sector
employment, state education (including higher education), and limited
property ownership.35 Men over the age of eighteen are subject to compulsory military service, undertaken in the Syrian branch of the Palestine
Liberation Army (PLA).36 The state issues “temporary” residency cards
that in reality do not need to be renewed. Today, this group of 1948
refugees is the overwhelming majority of Palestinians in the country and
forms a distinct politico-legal community, defined and institutionalized
through laws and bureaucratic practices.
In addition to the state and UNRWA, another important actor for the
community has been the Palestinian national movement. According to
Zafir bin Khadra‘, who states that he helped establish the Arab Nationalists
Movement’s (ANM) Syrian branch, an early Palestinian national organization in Syria was Palestine’s Children (Abna’ Filastin), a clandestine group
of University of Damascus students he helped establish in 1953–54.37 He
states that their main goals were to organize around the right of return,
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equal rights, and military enlistment. In 1956 Palestine’s Children contacted another Palestinian group, The Heroes of the Return (Abtal al‘Awda), based in Homs Camp, which was organizing around the same
goals, but two years later its members dissolved the group.38
Brand has argued that the early post-Nakba years were “a critical
formative period for the later development of the quasi-governmental
institutions that emerged,”39 but that in Syria, Palestinian popular organizations, like unions, “have tended to be weak and only marginally
active.”40 This is because, she contends, Syrian unions and other instruments of popular mobilization have always been open to Palestinian refugees, with a resultant duality in purpose, whether through organizing
or through providing a space for the expression of Palestinian identity.
In addition, Palestinian organizations, like their Syrian equivalents, have
been subject since 1963 to the Ba‘th Party’s stringent control of these
movements.
After the PLO, created by the Nasser-dominated Arab League in 1964,
subsumed the unions, Palestinian mass organizing became contingent on
the relationship between Syria and Egypt. Similarly, the ability of such
extra-PLO groups as Fatah and the ANM to organize was also contingent upon this relationship.41 The Syrian Ba‘th Party attempted to co-opt
Palestinian fighters through the creation of its own Vanguards of the
Popular War of Liberation (al-Sa‘iqa) in 1966. With the aim of waging a
“people’s war” against Israel, al-Sa‘iqa was an element in the Syrian effort
to push Nasser toward a confrontation with Israel before the June War.42
After 1967, Syrian policy toward the guerrillas—who took control of
the PLO in 1969—became a central issue in the power struggles within
the regime’s top military echelons. Hafiz al-Asad
and the officers who came to power in the wake
PLO and Fatah instituof Black September (1970) opposed independent
tions in Syria—the former
Palestinian political initiative and uncontrolled
now semi-defunct, the
military activity, which they saw as clashing
latter operating indiwith Syria’s regional interests.43 Tension between
rectly through charitable
the PLO and Syria simmered, and open clashes
enterprises—never fully
occurred during Lebanon’s civil war, when Syria
recovered from the 1983
intervened against the PLO-Lebanese leftist coalicrackdown, and are
tion in 1976.44 Although relations thawed, the final
marginal to Palestinian
parting of ways occurred after Syria stood by durlife in the country.
ing Israel’s war on the PLO and its siege of Beirut
in 1982.45 Syria openly supported the secessionists during the intra-Fatah fighting that broke out in northern Lebanon
in 1983,46 and subsequently cracked down on Fatah cadres in Syria,
imprisoning up to two thousand activists.47 PLO and Fatah institutions
in Syria—the former now semi-defunct, the latter operating indirectly
through charitable or educational enterprises—never fully recovered and
remain marginal to Palestinian life in the country.
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In this context, Syria has hosted anti-PLO and anti-Fatah factions.
During the 1990s, these were joined by the political bureau of the Islamic
Resistance Movement (Hamas). Today, the former Palestinian guerrilla
organizations (now political factions) and civil-society initiatives have
moved in to fill the institutional void resulting from the Fatah/PLO
eclipse, and to combat the refugees’ post-1993 political marginalization.
Not all these civil-society organizations are directly affiliated with factions, and not all factions are anti-Fatah/PLO, as the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) and the Democratic Front for the Liberation
of Palestine (DFLP), which historically formed a “loyal opposition” within
the PLO,48 clearly illustrate.
It is against this background that some political factions and civil-society
organizations today compose the RoRM, a movement that emerged in
response to the perceived threat posed to the right of return by the PA.
While the RoRM operates within parameters set by the Syrian state, it is
nonetheless an autonomous Palestinian movement, similar to those that
emerged in response to the same threat among other Palestinian refugee
communities, including Palestinians who remained as “internal refugees”
in what became the state of Israel.49

Palestinian Civil Society

and the

Right

of

Return Movement

Palestinian civil society in Syria is today the heir of the Palestinian
national movement and the institutional context outlined above. It therefore involves civil society inasmuch as it involves political society, and it
is within this arena that the RoRM emerged. It is important to note that
this introduction to the RoRM is not meant to provide a comprehensive
map of all constituent groups in the Damascus area. Rather, the point is
to stress the groups’ heterogeneity and the multifacetedness of this arena,
which belies traditional conceptions of “civil society” (strictly speaking,
a sphere independent of and distinct from the family, business, and state
spheres). Furthermore, although the RoRM operates within a civil-society
arena constrained by the state, the groups forming the movement are
autonomous with respect to their political goals and how they advance
them.
Some RoRM groups are directly affiliated with factions, like the PFLP’s
Refugees and Right of Return Committee (RRRC) or the DFLP’s electronic
online portal, the 194 Group, formed as a research group in 2001 and
housed in the headquarters of the DFLP’s main publication, al-Hurriya.50
Some factions, such as Islamic Jihad (which sees the movement as essentially futile)51 and the PFLP–General Command, are not part of the RoRM
at all. Other groups have a looser factional affiliation through funding,
like the Palestinian Return Community–Wajeb (Duty), established in 2006
and perceived as a Hamas front by community members. A Wajeb activist whom I interviewed insisted that this is not the case, as the group is
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nonfactional and open to no-strings-attached financial contributions from
any donor. He did acknowledge that Wajeb and Hamas have a common
Islamist outlook, and conceded that Hamas is Wajeb’s biggest funder.52
Other groups are staffed by former members of factions, some of whom
continue to have relationships to the PLO. An example of this is Ai’doun,
an advocacy and pressure group established in 2000 that uses as its
headquarters the semi-defunct PLO Media and Cultural Affairs Office
for free and solicits donations for its activities. Other RoRM groups are
in part commercial initiatives, which allows them to fund their activities
and secure autonomy—for example, the Dar al-Shajara publishing house,
linked to the Shajara Institute for Oral Memory, is active in commemoration. Finally, some “groups” represent fewer people, lack the resources of
bigger groups, and can comprise only one or two persons.53
The beginnings of right-of-return-oriented civil-society initiatives as a
response to Oslo was underscored by a worker for Shajara, who told me
that the publishing house began as the “Committee for the Defense of
Palestinian National Culture,” founded in 1994 by eighty-three intellectuals, journalists, and writers. The committee’s financial difficulties led to
the creation of Dar al-Shajara as a commercial enterprise.54 Some RoRM
activists, acknowledging that Oslo raised the alarm, emphasized the
failed Camp David final-status negotiations of 2000 as a turning point.
When I asked an activist in Ai’doun why it took so long for the Oslocreated alarm to translate into action on the ground, he said,
Politically speaking, since 1993 . . . the primary and essential Palestinian issues . . . refugees, Jerusalem, the borders,
and the issue of the settlements—the very bases of the
solution . . . were all postponed. . . . And hence the fear
began in 1993, but it became frantic horror in 2000 when
Clinton decided that he [could not] finish his presidency
without achieving a solution. . . . [So] they took Arafat and
put him in a corner for fifteen days, with a lot of pressure
in order to sign an agreement.55
Camp David was therefore a watershed in the rise of the RoRM in
Syria, as it was in other refugee communities. Even political factions,
especially those that opposed or had reservations about the Oslo Accord,
see themselves as part of this movement. An activist in the PFLP’s RRRC
explained that
insofar as Syria is concerned, the return movement
grew out of civil initiatives and independent committees
after the Oslo accords. There were truly popular feelings
among the refugees concerning the unfolding of something threatening their rights and interests. So several
committees were formed; the committees were personal
or collective initiatives. And then it reached the stage
where all the Palestinian factions formed a committee in
order to defend the right of return, especially when the
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refugee issue was being discussed within the framework
of the multilateral negotiations.56
The heterogeneous groups comprising the RoRM simultaneously operate in an autonomous Palestinian civil-society arena in Syria and in a
contested Palestinian national arena. When read in this way, the narrative
is clear: The once military-oriented, Fatah-dominated PLO recognized
Israel’s right to exist on the Palestine of the refugees but in return did
not get its desired statelet in the truncated occupied Palestinian territories. This betrayal marginalized the refugees, once the core of the
Palestinian national movement, and threatened their legally enshrined
right of return.57 The RoRM groups arose in response, and their activities
are geared toward claiming a stake for refugees in Palestinian national
politics.58 Thus, the RoRM’s commemorative activities take place in the
broader context of grass-roots national activities aimed at mobilizing the
refugee constituency to prevent the PLO/PA from negotiating away the
right of return.59
This national arena of contention notwithstanding, the abundance
of RoRM groups—fully or semi-independent, factionally affiliated or
not—has led many to remark on (private) “right-of-return corner shops
[dakakin]” that “trade” on the right of return. Theorists of social movements have argued that activists are rational actors, social entrepreneurs
who mobilize resources for collective action.60 The popular perception
that RoRM initiatives constitute dakakin highlights the high currency that
“return” has among Palestinian refugees and can shed light on the exchange
value for activists when mobilizing resources for return.61 The question is,
therefore, how do activists (as social entrepreneurs) and the RoRM (as a
social movement) employ resources to further their national goals in the
community, and what does this actually mean in practice?

Building a Culture
for the Return

of

Return, Mobilizing Memories

The translation of activists’ visions and aims into practices enables
the RoRM to fill the institutional vacuum in the community and to take
on a leadership role. At the same time, the most valuable resources that
activists mobilize for the return are memories of and claims to historic
Palestine. The importance of memory as a resource needs to be read
against the backdrop of the emergence of “memory as guarantor of return”
discourses.62 These discourses have emerged because of the PLO’s failure
to deliver on the right of return and its perceived willingness to negotiate it away.63 Thus at this moment, when a coherent national liberation
project that encompasses the refugees has disintegrated and when, crucially, the Nakba generation is disappearing, memories of the Palestine
that once belonged to the refugees are seen by activists as guarantors of
the future return of generations born in exile, because these memories
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play a crucial role in harnessing young refugees’ political awareness and
national identification.
RoRM activists’ emphasis on building a “culture of return” (thaqafat
al-‘awda) for the younger refugees is thus the translation into community
practices of visions formulated in this national arena of contention. The
Ai’doun activist related the group’s vision in this way:
to spread the culture of return among the Palestinian
refugees, and to implant the hope that, despite the difficult circumstances, and despite the imbalance in power
to the advantage of our enemies, we shouldn’t lose hope
and [ensure] that a hope and a conviction continues to
exist among the new and young generations, that they
have a right in Palestine, and that they won’t give up this
right, and that they call for its implementation, even if
time passes, and even if the current circumstances don’t
allow for the return of the refugees.64
Building hope implies reaching out to refugees, spreading a political vision, and therefore filling the leadership and institutional void on
the grass-roots level. The culture of return seeks to ensure that newer
generations of refugees are aware of their right to return and the need
to exercise it. It is a political culture envisioned and advanced because
of the current impossibility of return and the potential impact of the
passage of time on the actual return. The Ai’doun activist underscored
the culture’s orientation toward the future and its political message for
young refugees:
The right of return is a personal right, and a collective
right, this is your right which isn’t going to disappear
through . . . the passage of time, and no one ought to
manipulate it. I want to make the Palestinian young
person understand that this personal right shouldn’t be
touched, Mahmud Abbas cannot give up your father’s
right—whether it is to a house or a dunam of land in
Palestine—on your behalf, because this is a personal
right. If you don’t personally give it up—you—the political leader won’t be able to. . . . I would make him [the
young person] understand these issues . . . this right is
not only a personal right, but an inheritance right, for
your children and grandchildren, so it is the right of the
children and the grandchildren to demand this right.
Activists therefore address “forgetfulness,” the nemesis of memory,
in the political sense—the possibility that younger refugees might relinquish their political rights because of the passage of time or the threat
of the right being negotiated away. One way the culture of return is
translated into concrete community practice is through the mobilization
of memories of historic Palestine. These memories are among the most
important resources at the activists’ disposal, given the personal and
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emotional connections Palestinian refugees have to their families’ places
of origin, and can therefore serve as a potent reminder of what continues
to be theirs.
The ways in which these memory practices speak to refugees and help
spread a culture of return can be seen in the reaction of Abu Muhammad,
a second-generation refugee from Tantura, to Wajeb’s open-air “village
day” event on Tantura in the Damascus neighborhood of al-Qabun,
where many Tanturans and their descendants live:
They were showing us that, until this day, the generations
that are like myself and younger, they care about these
issues. Take this example, the paper which they printed:
“On the occasion of the sixtieth anniversary of the occupation of Palestine, The Palestinian Return Community–
Wajeb, al-Qabun Committee, invites you to attend the
Palestinian Village Day event,” and between three dots
they have put “al-Tantura,” which is our village, “at 5:30 p.m.
on Friday, 6 June 2008, in the tent that has been erected
in al-Qabun Park east of the vegetable market. Your presence is support for the right of return.” Look at how
beautiful this sentence is: “Your presence is support for
the right of return”. . . “and the invitation is public.” I
even have some Syrian friends who came with me and
participated in this event, which made me so happy. . . .
This paper has no value but it means so much to me and
my village, so I keep it with me in my pocket.65
Recording oral history is another way that activists mobilize memories. Focusing on preserving the Nakba generation’s memories of 1948
for younger generations, activists ensure the continued existence of a
counter-narrative to the Israeli state’s denial of the Nakba, even after its
last witnesses pass away.66 While researching this article I was struck
by the frequent association by refugees of my own research with “aldhakira al-shafawiyya [oral memory],” indicating familiarity with the
RoRM’s use of the practice of oral history. The Wajeb activist described
the then-preliminary undertakings of its “Documentation and Oral
History Section”:
The section asked all Wajeb’s camp-based committees [in
Syria] to work on surveying the elderly. Every elderly
person who witnessed the Nakba, who lived during the
Nakba period and is able [to recollect], meaning that they
were cognizant of the unfolding events, should have his
name, telephone number, and the village from which he
comes, his address, and so on, recorded. We now have
the addresses of most of the elderly in all the Syrian
camps, and we have now begun paying visits, in a slow
and gradual manner. We are going to those who are older
than the others because of the age issue, and the life and
death issue—we are racing against time.67
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How activists envision the use of oral history sheds light on the importance of memory, conceived in its concrete and referential sense; as the
Ai’doun activist put it, “oral memory in fact completes Palestinian history,
because history is written . . . and filtered.”68 As members of the Nakba
generation pass away, recording their memories, which are more valuable
than the preexisting “filtered” history that lacks their voices, is important
to constructing a culture of return.69 When mobilizing memories for the return, however, activists
That controversy suremploy not only memories (in the sense of oral narrounds the community’s
ratives) but also material presented as “historical.”
reception of the village
This, for example, occurs when Nakba-generation
books is testimony to the
community members narrate their memories in
messiness of what we
village-day events alongside the presentation of
call “memory;” what is
materials like “pictures” and “belongings” of people
evoked after an event is
of the given village,70 or through the publication of
never a “pure” memory,
books, by Dar al-Shajara and others, on destroyed
in a concrete and
localities in Palestine.71 Published as a response to
referential sense.
the “huge heritage that is now on the threshold of
forgetfulness,”72 as the Shajara worker put it, these books employ memories to construct histories. That controversy surrounds the community’s
reception of these books, with some regarding them as nothing more
than glorified family histories, is testament to the messiness of what we
call “memory;” what is evoked after an event is never a “pure” memory,
in a concrete and referential sense.73 Ultimately, memory is also “filtered”
when used as a basis of narrated, recorded, or written histories intended
to mobilize for an envisioned return.
In constructing a culture of return, activists use memories—of the
Nakba and places of origin—as resources for their political objectives, to
ensure that the younger generation has a “more intense awareness of its
past and present.” 74 This awareness is based on every young refugee’s
knowledge of his or her family’s forced uprooting from Palestine some
sixty years ago, and an enforced statelessness that is yet to be redressed.
The insistence on the right of return and the political uses of memories
as claims to Palestine are therefore about resisting the current impossibility of, and threat to, the return. Utilizing the resources available at their
disposal, and despite all odds, community activists refuse to submit to
the wholesale surrender of their political rights and the political rights
of the young refugees, a reminder that accountability for the crimes that
took place during 1948 is six decades too late.

Conclusion
The emergence of the RoRM in Syria, among a community that has
been relatively privileged compared to other Palestinian communities,
both refugees and otherwise, demonstrates that the mobilization of
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memories for a future return is not the result of a bleak present in which
refugees are denied basic rights. Rather, the emergence of the RoRM is a
result of the political will and agency of a group of (largely) Syria-born
community activists. Furthermore, while the RoRM’s translation of aims
formulated in the national arena into the building of a culture of return
at the local level is telling of the political marginalization of the refugees,
it is also telling of the extent of this marginalization. It is as a result of
Ramallah not taking notice of the political aspirations of those it claims
to represent that the RoRM has emerged, and it is as a result of the RoRM
not being able to change this indifference that activists have turned to
effecting change where they can make a difference, in the community in
Syria. Finally, the turn to memories is also resistance to the Israeli state,
which is not only heavily invested in the continued denial and erasure
of these memories and the world which these memories lay claim to, but
also the ongoing denial and erasure of what remains of Arab Palestine
and its Palestinian communities.
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